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ABSTRACT

Optical projection tomography (OPT) is a mesoscopic scale optical imaging technique for specimens
between 1mm and 10mm. OPT has been proven to be immensely useful in a wide variety of biological
applications, such as developmental biology and pathology, but its shortcomings in imaging specimens
containing widely differing contrast elements are obvious. The longer exposure for high intensity tissues
may lead to over saturation of other areas, whereas a relatively short exposure may cause similarity with
surrounding background. In this paper, we propose an approach to make a trade-off between capturing
weak signals and revealing more details for OPT imaging. This approach consists of three steps. Firstly,
the specimens are merely scanned in 360 degrees above a normal exposure but non-overexposure to
acquire the projection data. This reduces the photo bleaching and pre-registration computation compared
with multiple different exposures in conventional high dynamic range (HDR) imaging method. Secondly,
three virtual channels are produced for each projection image based on the histogram distribution to
simulate the low, normal and high exposure images used in the traditional HDR technology in
photography. Finally, each virtual channel is normalized to the full gray scale range and three channels
are recombined into one image using weighting coefficients optimized by a standard
eigen-decomposition method. After applying our approach on the projection data, filtered back
projection (FBP) algorithm is carried out for 3-dimentional reconstruction. The neonatal wild-type
mouse paw has been scanned to verify this approach. Results demonstrated the effectiveness of the
proposed approach.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Optical projection tomography (OPT) [1] is the optical equivalent of X-Ray Computed Tomography,
known as optical CT. In the past decade, OPT was widely applied to gene expression [2], fluorescent
immunohistochemistry and phenotype [3] in various tissues and organisms. OPT has been proven to be a
powerful tool for imaging specimens between 1 mm and 10 mm with high resolution and sensitivity [4].
However, some specimens containing a wide range contrast elements may result in poor imaging quality
for OPT imaging, especially for emission OPT which collects fluorescence emission views likes
Fluorescence Molecular Tomography. And in order to acquire the projection data, the longer exposure
for high intensity tissues may lead to over saturation of other areas, whereas a relatively short exposure
may cause similarity with surrounding background.
To make up for the shortcomings, some signal enhancement methods are introduced in the OPT
system. And high dynamic range (HDR) has been described in [5-6] to image specimens containing
widely differing contrast elements, which are both required to scan irradiation specimen several times at
different exposures. This would increase the computation complexity of image registration when
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projection images of the same angle at different exposures are not perfectly aligned and increase the cost
of the OPT imaging system to ensure the high precision and stability of the mechanical system. Moreover,
the photo bleaching and phototoxicity [7] of specimens are increased for larger irradiation doses,
especially for fluorescent protein in emission OPT imaging.
In this paper, we propose a method that acquires one image of each angle above a normal exposure
but non-overexposure time. Three virtual channels are produced to make a trade-off between capturing
weak signals and revealing more details for OPT imaging. Experiments showed this method can improve
the imaging quality of OPT.

2.

METHODS

2.1 Challenges in applying the conventional HDR technology on the OPT imaging
The conventional HDR images are usually generated from a set of low dynamic range (LDR) images by
computing a weighted average of the aligned input images [8]. For OPT imaging, several images of the
same angle of the specimen are acquired at different exposures. One way is to scan several circles at
different exposures, which would increase the computation complexity of image registration for
projection images of the same angle at different exposures are not perfectly aligned. The other way is to
take multiple different exposures at each rotational position, but this needs higher precision and stability
of the mechanical system, which would greatly increase the cost of the OPT imaging system. So the first
way is usually used to acquire the projection images of different exposures.
After acquiring a set of LDR images of the specimen, HDR images are generated by computing camera
response function g as

L i ( p ) = g ( Z i ( p )) − In ( t i ),

(1)

where Li ( p) denotes irradiance of each input image i at pixel p in the scene, Z i denotes the i -th input
image and ti is the correspondent exposure time. In equation (1), Z i and ti are known. The unknowns
are the irradiances Li , as well as the function g . Then these unknowns can be recovered in a
least-square error sense. But all these are based on the assumption that the function g is smooth and
monotonic, which may cause some imaging artifacts [9]. And for OPT system, this conventional HDR
technology cannot be finished in real time. It must be scanned multiple times to acquire the projection
data to make the HDR images. At the same time, the photo bleaching and phototoxicity of specimens are
increased for larger irradiation doses, especially for fluorescent protein in emission OPT imaging. In this
study, we propose an approach to address these problems.
2.2 Virtual HDR imaging via single exposure
In our method, the projection data is acquired by scanning the specimen in 360 degrees above a normal
exposure but non-overexposure as shown in Fig. 1 (c). In this exposure time, high intensity parts are
slightly visible and other areas are not over saturation. And before the camera scanning, the projection
images of first angle are saved, which show the different exposure degree. The specimen is scanned after
the exposure degree similar to Fig. 1 (c) is found.
After the projection data is acquired, three virtual channels [10] are produced for each projection image
based on the histogram distribution of interest areas. For each projection image, minimum and maximum
are the lowest and highest pixel values of all the projection data respectively. According to the first
angle’s projection image under the different exposure time, low offset is the 60th percentile of the pixel
value, and high offset is the 99th percentile of the pixel value. And the original projection image is
divided into three datasets, creating three virtual channels: low I 0 , normal I1 , and high I 2 signal
channels. I 0 consists of pixel values between minimum and low offset, I 2 consists of pixel values
between high offset and maximum and I1 consists of pixel values between low offset and high offset.
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Then each channel is processed to maximize the signal dynamic range by linearly rescaling pixel values
between lowest and highest values in each channel to the full gray scale range(for example, 0 to 255 for
8-bit). Finally, three channels are recombined into one virtual HDR image using weighting coefficients
as follows:
I HDR ( p ) =

2

∑wI
i

i

( p ).

(2)
Here, I HDR ( p) stands for the output after HDR imaging at pixel p in the projection data. wi denotes
the weighting coefficients of input channel I i . And these weighting coefficients are optimized using a
standard eigen-decomposition method. Let A, B, C be the feature vectors corresponding to the input
channels, then decomposition is computed and weights are obtained as follows:
i=0

[V λ ] = eig (cov[ A, B , C ]),
and

w = (Vi

(3)

∑V ).
i

(4)
Where Vi is corresponding to λmax (dominant eigenvalue) entry in λ of the i-th column in the
eigenvectors V, cov[ ] is a covariance matrix. So the coefficients used for calculating the weight are
adjusted as a function of the signal strength of the original image so that the image quality can be
enhanced with poor signal strength, while preventing the images with good signal strength from
over-saturation. And then a median filter is implemented on the recombined result to remove noise and
preserves edges. After applying our approach on the projection data, FBP algorithm [11] is carried out as
normal for 3-dimentional reconstruction:

f ( x, y) =

+∞
1 2π
d
γ
ν G(ν , γ )e j 2πν t dν
∫
∫
−∞
2 0

t = x cos γ + y sin γ

.

(5)
Where f ( x, y ) represents the light attenuation coefficient of the tissue, G (ν , γ ) is the Fourier
transform of projection measurement of f ( x, y ) onto the direction γ and ν is a ramp filter applied
in the Fourier domain.
The simplified process chat is summarized and shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Projection images of mouse paw in different exposure times: (a) 0.005s, (b) 0.05s, (c)

0.1s, (d) 1s. (a) is in the low exposure with much noise, (b) is usually used as the normal
exposure image to make sure that the low-intensity parts of specimen are obtained in a
reasonable contrast, (c) is the projection image above a normal exposure but non-overexposure,
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(d) is the over-saturation image though the high-intensity parts of mouse paw are clearer.
2.3 Data analysis and display
After reconstruction, the software tool for implementing and analyzing was named 3DMed [12],
developed by our group (http://www.3dmed.net/) to integrate the common algorithms of segmentation,
registration and visualization.
Capture exposure
photographs

Under suitable
exposure time?
Y

N

Adjust exposure
time

Acquire projection
data
Produce three
virtual channels
Recombine into one
image for each angle
FBP reconstruction
Figure 2. Simplified process chat of the method

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To test and verify our proposed approach, the data of neonatal wild-type mouse paw was obtained by our
OPT prototype system [13]. The mouse paw has been dehydrated and transparency. All animal
experiments were conducted in consistence with international, national and institutional laws and
guidelines. And the paw is scanned in a single exposure and each projection image is divided into three
virtual channels analogous to HDR imaging before reconstruction. Fig. 3 shows the results of
3-dimentional reconstruction, in which the high-intensity parts of the paw are clearer and low-intensity
parts show more details.
As shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (c) are the reconstruction results at an exposure time, Fig. 3 (b)
and Fig. 3 (d) are the reconstruction results used by our method of virtual HDR via single exposure. Fig.
3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b) are the x-z sectional views. The circle mark in Fig. 3 (b) shows the strengthening of
weak signals, which imply high-intensity tissues, compared with the circle mark in Fig. 3 (a). Fig. 3 (c)
and Fig. 3 (d) are the x-y sectional views. The circle mark in Fig. 3 (d) shows more details compared with
the circle mark in Fig. 3 (c). The outcome effect has improved image quality and enhanced the visibility
of fine details, similar as HDR imaging.
And as we all known, image enhancement or improving the visual quality of image can be subjective,
that is to say, one method provides a better quality image could vary from person to person. In order
tomeasure the image quality after processing, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used to
quantitatively measure the effects of image enhancement methods on image quality. And the PSNR is
calculated by the following functions:
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P S N R = 2 0 lo g 1 0 (

M AX

I

M SE

),

(6)

where the MSE (Mean Squared Error) is:

M SE =

1
mn

m −1 n −1

∑ ∑
i= 0

[ I (i, j ) − K (i, j )]2 .

(7)

j=0

And I represents the matrix data of the original image, K represents the matrix data of the degraded image
in question, m and n respectively represents the numbers of pixels in rows and in columns, whose index is
respectively represented by i and j, and MAXI is the maximum signal value that exists in the original
image. In the case of the Fig. 3’s result, the recombined image is the degraded image and the value of
PSNR is 31.12 dB, which means less distortion. A higher PSNR generally indicates the higher quality of
the processing result, but in some cases it may not. So we can adjust the threshold value of three virtual
channels based on the value of PSNR and visual effect to get a relatively good image quality. Then
implement recombination and three dimensional reconstruction methods as described in the methods 2.2.
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Figure 3. Results of 3-dimentional reconstruction of the mouse paw.

Strictly speaking, the proposed method is not a pure HDR imaging because three virtual channel images
are created using the same original data sets, however, the outcome effect is similar in the sense that
dynamic ranges are expanded. And the reconstruction result shows that the high-intensity parts are
clearer and low-intensity parts show more details.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an approach is proposed to make a trade-off between capturing weak signals and revealing
more details for OPT imaging. The specimen is scanned in a single exposure and each projection image is
divided into three virtual channels. The channels are recombined analogous to HDR imaging before
reconstruction. The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method improved the OPT
image quality. And our future work will focus on imaging fluorescence markers of specimens by our
method to expand applications.
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